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Editors Intro

CHAMPION ALES - CHAMPION PUBS

Once again, thank you for all your support. I am
receiving articles each week for inclusion so my
job really has become one of editing. If all has
gone to plan the "missing" articles are on our
website www.cannybevvy.co.uk as "extras" so you
will still be able to read them.

RIVET CATCHER 4.0% ABV

Champion Beer of the North East
Great British Beer Festival
Silver & Bronze Medal Winner

We also celebrated the Real Cider month of
October with the presentation of our Cider Pub
of the Year award to the Cumberland Arms, Byker
and our Cider Trail, encompassing seven of our
local Newcastle pubs that sell Real Cider and
Perry. For those of you who participated, I hope
you spread the word on the "juice".

The Robin Hood
Primrose Hill, Jarrow
Tel: 0191 428 5454
Home of the Jarrow Brewery
Tel: 0191 483 6792 for Telesales
CAMRA North East Regional

Pub

A beautiful traditional
pub above a brew house
Award Winning Cask Ales Brewed
& Served on the Premises

of the Year 2005
CAMRA Pub of Great Britain

Runner-Up 2006

Once again we have had a busy month with
festivals at Tynemouth Cricket Club, Alnwick
Town Hall and Chester le Street Cricket Club.
My thanks go again to all our techies, organisers
and helpers. It really is appreciated.

q
Claypath Lane, South Shields

Tel (0191) 427 7147

THE ALBION INN
Reay Street, Bill Quay, Gateshead Tel: (0191) 469 2418
Quality Real Ales with stunning view of the
River Tyne at Bill Quay Riverside

JARROW ALES
“Beers you’d walk a long, long way for”

Our front cover features the launch of the Good
Beer Guide 2009, a very worthwhile stocking
filler if you are already thinking that way. Copies
can be purchased from the branch at the
Crown Posada.
This month sees head-to-head articles by the
heavyweights of Newcastle real ale POTY
contenders, Neil of the Newcastle Arms, our
reigning champion and Andy of the Bacchus,
the young pretender. Who will win? Read on and
you decide. Voting forms will be sent out as usual
Continued on page 4
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branchcorner
with our AGM notice and volunteer staff forms
for next years' beer festival before the end of
the year.
Finally, please try and support as many of our
future events as possible, but remember to
drink responsibly. Look out for our branch
meeting in December, which will be more
informal than usual.
Cheers,
Richard

Future Meetings and Events
Thu. 6th to Sat. 8th November
North East Micro Brewery Festival
Gosforth Civic Hall
Sat. 8th & Sun. 9th November
5th Food/Ale Festival (featuring Dark Star)
Bacchus, High Bridge, Newcastle
Wed. 12th November 8.00 p.m.
Branch Meeting
Benton Conservative Club
(opp. Benton Ale House)
Sat. 22nd November
Pub Survey Trip - Northumberland
Bus leaves St. Thomas Street
Tue. 2nd December 8.00 p.m.
Regional Meeting
Bridge Hotel
Wed. 10th December 8.00 p.m.
December Branch Meeting
Bridge Hotel
Tue. 16th December
Merry Meander
Eight venues starting at New Bridge
Wed. 1st to Sat 4th April 2009
33rd Newcastle Beer festival
Fri. 17th to Sun. 19th April 2009
A.G.M. Eastbourne, East Sussex
Further details on times and itineraries on
the Canny Bevvy website
www.cannybevvy.co.uk

STOP PRESS
How about this for a short Pub Trail. Arriva
service 501/505 to Alnwick. Disembark after
Barters Books in Bondgate Without
opposite Blackmore's. This used to be The
Plough but don't be put off by the spritzy
exterior or the restaurant design. There are
six hand-pulls inside, Deuchers IPA, Black
Sheep Bitter and four guests. Next, cross the
road, just before Bondgate is The Fleece Inn.
3 hand-pulls here. Turn sharp left, up the
bank to The Tanners, GBG entry for several
years. Another 3 hand-pulls here featuring
regularly changing beers. After leaving the
Tanners continue along Green Batt (keeping
a look out for the bus stop for the return
journey, opposite the Library) and turn left
up Howick Street. Here is the John Bull Inn,
the doyen of Alnwick hostelries, winner of
regional CAMRA awards and a haven for
real ale, scotch whisky and Belgian bottled
beer drinkers. (Just check out the web-site).

www.newcastlearms.co.uk
Check website for November Festival details,
Our 4TH fesival of 2008!
Thursday 20th - Saturday 22nd November

Featured Pubs
In my never ending search for the perfect pint,
I stopped off recently at a pub I've not been to
for years. What a revelation, three real ales, two
regulars in Theakston's Bitter and Morland's
Speckled Hen plus one guest ale. All served to
perfection, by a new management team of
Tracy and Marcus.
There is a bar/lounge and restaurant as well!
So where is this oasis, The Golden Lion at
Winlaton Mill, situated on the main Consett to
Newcastle road (A694) with good frequent bus
links from Go North East, i.e. services 45/46 to
Consett or 47 to Blackhall Mill.
So give it a try, and keep up the good work
Tracy, Marcus and staff.
Alan Absalom
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GBGlaunch

GBG Launch
Thursday 11th September saw the nationwide
book launch of the 2009 Good Beer Guide. This
year it was our turn to host the event for the
region and the Bridge Hotel was duly selected
as the venue.
Proceedings commenced at 1.00 p.m. with a
passionate speech from our Regional Director,
Nick Whitaker, who emphasised the need to
maintain our campaigning momentum in this
challenging but successful time. Even though
we have an economic downturn, CAMRA
membership continues to grow and the
campaigns continue.
The threat from supermarkets was mentioned
as was the need to support our local brewers
and publicans and also branch and regional
CAMRA activities.

Twice Brewed Inn
Military Road, Bardon Mill NE47 7AN

01434-344534

Dave Rawlinson, Operations Manager for Sir
John Fitzgerald Ltd, also addressed those
present on the value his company place on the
Good Beer Guide and those establishments
that it contains. As a leading proponent for
Real Ale in the North East, "Fitzies" have led the
way with 17 pubs in the 2009 Guide, one more
than last year.

Country Inn dating back to 1800's
Open all year round
(except Christmas Day)
Food 12 til late
Up to 6 locally brewed
Real Ales available

(Dave would like to see more; in fact he wants
all his pubs in the Guide, as that is how
important he feels it is to his company.)
He concluded by thanking all those present,
including licensees, brewers, journalists,
CAMRA members and non-members
for attending.

Accommodation 14 rooms
6 ensuite
Function Room

Brian and Pauline offer a
warm welcome to all customers
old and new.

With the speeches over, an excellent buffet
was served by our host for the day, Christine

Cromerty, who has been manager of the
Bridge Hotel for the last eight years. This was
washed down by a couple of barrels of real ale,
Hadrian & Border's Alnwick Round Table and
Mordue's Skinhead, supplied by the branch but
served by the talented bar staff.
Proceedings continued well into the evening
and it is hoped that all those who attended
had a very enjoyable time as the pictures
shown may testify.
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A Word From... The Newcastle Arms
we face in the on trade. We haven't put our
prices up as much as we should because we
realise how tough it is for our customers as it
is for us, so we decided bringing more
customers through the doors & keeping them
happy here, would be the best way forward."
"We know who our customers are, real ale
drinkers account for around 50% of our trade,
they're mostly blokes, so we needed to keep
any female customers feeling good about the
pub, Different solutions were needed to try &
hit our targets, so here's what we did".
Beer festivals are an obvious way to create
interest in a real ale pub, so we identified
possible dates that wouldn't conflict with
home Newcastle games, when we are too
crowded to offer the best conditions for a
successful festival.
Our first festival of the year took place over the
weekend of Feb 7th - 10th when we featured
38 beers over the 4 days. A great start to the
year, with the most popular beer being
Temptation, 10% abv, a glorious imperial
Russian stout from Durham brewery which
is more usually found as a bottle
conditioned beer.
Pubs are closing at an unprecedented rate, so
what is Neil Amos, tenant of Tyneside Camra
pub of the year, 2006 to 2008 doing to keep
his award winning pub open?
Neil says "It's no good just moaning about the
price we pay for our beer (we pay around 50%
more for all our beers than our free trade
competitors, so you can imagine the
advantage a local well known 'real ale friendly'
pub chain has over us), both nationals & micro
breweries have increased prices at least once
so far this year .Increasing overheads, utilities
up over 50% , national minimum wage up, I
could go on, but you get the depressing picture
8

May is the month when Camra promote mild
beers, so although we didn't run a festival, we
decided to show that, against popular belief, it
is possible to sell mild beer in the north east of
England. Mad on mild is perhaps a term made
for Neil 'cause he may (pun intended) have
gone overboard as he ordered 40 (yes 40)
casks of mild for the month. Fair enough it did
take 'til the 2nd week in June to sell it all, but
still a fantastic effort by our customers to neck
almost 3000 pints of mild in 6 weeks!
Our second annual summer festival took place
over the weekend of 19th - 22nd June. Beer of

the festival was Liberty, 4.6% abv, a great IPA
from the Pictish brewery in Manchester. This
time we had 39 beers on the list, but only 33
managed to make it to the bar over the
weekend. A little disappointed at the fact not
everything we'd bought in was available
during the festival, we were still looking at
ways to improve the festival experience for
our customers who travel from all over the
country as our fame or more likely our
notoriety spreads.
October the 9th saw the start of our Autumn
festival where all 13 handpulled beers were
served direct from the cellar for the first time.
Previous festivals had seen the cask ales simply
behind the temporary bar, where, although the
beer was served at the correct temperature
the casks were in danger of being too warm.
This was an obvious improvement both for our
hardworking team from a safety point of view,
as well as our customers due to the beer being
cellar conditioned. 37 beers & 3 ciders were
sold during this festival with Neil's favourite
being Kisdon 4.2% abv, a dark Bock style beer
from Yorkshire Dales brewery.

Benton
Ale House
Front Street, Newcastle upon Tyne
01912661512
Food served daily
Traditional Sunday Lunch
7 Traditional Real Ales ( includes 3
monthly changing Guest Ales)
Quiz night Wednesday 9.15pm

Frank, Pat and staff offer warm
welcome to all old and new

So, three beer festivals, featuring over 100
different beers, not forgetting ciders & perries
both old & new, from the length & breadth of
the UK, seems to have kept the blokes happy,
but what about the ladies?
Not having much to tempt the ladies in has
made us work a bit harder with what we
already had. Simple things like fresh flowers,
nice soap & hand cream in the ladies toilet,
table service when we can, a reasonable wine
list at a very reasonable price along with a
happy, friendly team serving & a warm clean
pub go a long way to keep our lady
customers smiling.
Credit crunch or not, we are working as hard as
we can to keep the tills ringing, our regular &
new customers happy, as well as enjoying
ourselves running the best and most voted for
real ale pub in Tyneside & Northumberland.

Cosy, friendly atmosphere
Good selection of Real Ales
Homecooked Food Served All Day
Steak Night Tuesday & Wednesday
Quiz Monday Evenings
Jazz Thursday Evenings
Live music Sunday Evenings

0191 4880954
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festivalweekend

Bacchus Presents.....
'Dark Star Brewing Company' Food
and Beer Matching Festival Weekend.
The weekend of 08/09 November 2008 will
see the fifth in the series of Food and Beer
Matching Festival Weekends at Bacchus. The
featured brewery is Dark Star of Haywards
Heath, West Sussex, following in the successful
footsteps of Jarrow, Marble, Yorkshire Dales
and Highland. Our 8 hand pulls will be
exclusively dedicated to the superb Dark Star
beers, with a food menu specifically tailored to
complement the ales.
Beer and food matching has been steadily
growing in stature over the last few years, with
'Beer Sommeliers' gaining kudos around the
country for this innovative approach to fine
drinking and dining.
One of the founding fathers of this concept,
and currently the leading authority on the
subject, is undoubtedly Mr Garrett Oliver,
Brewmaster of the fantastic Brooklyn Brewery
NYC, itself one of the market leaders in
American craft brewing. With his book 'The
Brewmaster's Table' (HarperCollins Publishers
Inc. 2003), Garrett has produced a Bible of
original ways to harmonise two of the greatest
indulgences we have to enjoy. As the great
man says "...real beer, which is far more
versatile than wine, intensifies flavours when
it's appropriately paired with foods, creating
brilliant matches most people have never
imagined..."
So when looking at the idea of organising beer
festivals for Bacchus, this concept appeared
ideal for a number of reasons. It is an original
idea, a different kind of Real Ale Festival for a
different kind of Real Ale Pub. With 8 alwaysavailable beers on the bar, the tremendous
Jarrow 'Rivet Catcher' 4% abv as house ale plus
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7 constantly-changing and widely-sourced
guests, as well as up to 5 more guests available
from the cellar for those who don't mind
drinking beer served on gravity, it wasn't
necessarily the variety that needed to be
improved through the means of a festival.
There is also no real scope for temporary bars
to be set up, with holes drilled through the
floor to facilitate this! There is then the
question of catering requirements to ensure
prolonging drinking capabilities!
As mentioned, a different type of festival for a
unique cask-led pub. The past comments of
Bacchus, for being too modern; too bright; too
clean; too comfortable; etc (does this really
sound that bad?!?) have been considered with
an attempt to focus on our strengths and
advantages over our competition.
Could there really be a Cask Ale Festival that
any customers' wife/partner/girlfriend/family
may actually consider visiting willingly as
opposed to being begrudgingly dragged along
to? Heaven forbid!
The other main strength to be exploited here
comes on the food side, with a multi-talented
Chef's infectious enthusiasm and expertise
having been somewhat wasted in the previous
4 years. It is surely no coincidence that already
frequent 'Compliments to the Chef' notably
increase in frequency when we are serving a
menu of his own design.
So down to business. Everyone knows about
beer and food, don't they?!? Steak and Ale Pie,
Beer Sausages/Gravy are no great innovation
to say the least, but it does show that the
combination works in basic principle. However,
we are undoubtedly now into the next phase
of Beer and Food Evolution! The parameters
are being expanded, boundaries pushed into
new, previously unexplored territory.

So how does it all work? Is there really any
more to the concept than these basics? Well if
you are prepared to open your mind, and your
taste buds, a little, then the answer is an
emphatic YES! One of the great things about
beer and food is that you can take the activity
of combining the two as far as you choose...
First we need to focus on the bare components
of each. As people know, real beer can be
broken down into 4 basic components - Water,
Yeast, Hops, and Malt. While the first two of
these tend to be reasonably standard, for
example water is often 'Burtonised' when used
for brewing; the latter two offer a tremendous
amount of scope for producing countless
different beers. The UK hop crisis has
contributed to an ever-increasing range of
European and New World varieties appearing
in English beers, the likes of Nelson Sauvin and
Sorachi Ace to name but two. This gives the
bitterness and aroma to beer, offering almost
infinite different taste sensations! Malts may
not come in as many different varieties, but
there is still plenty of room for manoeuvre for
the Brewer, plus the amount of malt used (to
influence abv) and all the possible different
formulation of blending varieties to achieve
the desired colour and beer-style. Food puts
even this flexibility to shame. If you think of
hops as your herbs and spices (the two
families are related), and malts as your
different meats, everything else you might add
to a plate of food gives more and more identity
to that dish. You then have your method of
cooking to factor in. Think about it, there are
lots of ways to eat something as basic as eggs!
So now it all seems to become somewhat
confusing and even rather daunting. Looking
at these different aspects and possibilities,
how are you ever going to achieve any notable
cohesion between beer and food? Well
strangely enough, you can now work yourself
backwards the other way and refine things a
little. One basic component from the food side,
i.e. the char on any barbequed meat - can find
a natural partner with roasted malt flavours in
any true mild, porter or stout.

Another option, when matching food and beer
together is to go the opposite way, instead of
comparing aspects of flavour you can contrast
them to develop a different kind of
relationship. Chocolate Stout can easily
compare to Chocolate Ice Cream in a pleasing
way, but what can outstrip this in terms of
taste is to contrast it to something quite
opposite, such as the Vanilla in Vanilla Pod Ice
Cream. Obviously there can be no exact
science because the uncontrollable factor is
individual peoples' palates and tastes. This can
create something of a minefield for any beer
sommelier attempting to please a broadranging public, but it is certainly fun trying!
One of the most pleasing aspects of the
previous festivals came in a veiled guise, when
a middle-aged chap sauntered sheepishly up
to the bar on the Saturday afternoon of the
Highland weekend back in August. The
observation was tentatively made that 'Dark
Munro' was a better accompaniment to his
wife's Haggis Lasagne than to his own Miner's
Stew with Floury Bannock! Would great
offence be caused and the hump taken to the
suggestion that a dark roast beer was less
suited to stewing steak in rich gravy than it
was to the cheese of lasagne? On the contrary,
this first conscious effort of a consumer
progressing from 'passive engagement to an
instructive activity' is undoubtedly the
crowning glory of the entire previous four
festivals combined! Finally somebody has
refused to merely accept what they were
apparently told was gospel, and had
considered getting in on the act themselves.
Could this be a benchmark for the future of
'Beer and Food Matching' at Bacchus,
propelling things onto a whole new plateau of
customer involvement and therefore
enjoyment? Of course only time will answer
that one, but the signs are good and the future
looking increasingly rosy and flavoursome!
The Challenge is out there!
Andy Hickson
Bacchus
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newbrewery

A Taste of the Seaside at the Ship
England's most northerly brewery is unique
and not only because of its geographical
location. A new and innovative microbrewery
has been launched and if the interest shown
so far is anything to go by, it will not just be a
shining star but also a beacon for the way
forward. I will strive knot to use too many
nautical terms for those landlubbers reading
this. Before the brewery started the Ship Inn
was already a very popular and successful real
ale pub. Now it will not only be day trippers,
walkers, holiday makers and locals that will
frequent this charming peaceful yet busy pub,
but the numbers are being swollen by
beer tourists.
First a bit about where the pub is, it is in the
Square of the tiny Northumbrian coastal
village of Low Newton by the Sea. For those
who don't know the coast here are some
instructions but I would advise working it out
yourself with a map or a computerised route
planner but be careful there is more than one
Newton out there.
If going by car or private coach:
Go north from Newcastle on the A1 and then
take the B1340 for another 11km till you reach
the B1339. Turn left northwards to
Seahouses/Beadnell and then immediately
right, down an unclassified and dead end road.
You will pass through the village of High
Newton first and if you keep to the right you
will reach the Public Car Park at the top of the
hill. Park here as there is no public parking in
the village, and you will need to walk the last
two hundred yards or so. (Mind you will see
one of the best views in the whole country
from the top of the hill that includes a pristine
unspoilt beach, a picturesque ruined castle,
cliff tops in the distance and if you're lucky no
one else in view!).
If going by bus:
Number 501 from Haymarket station in
Newcastle will get you to High Newton.
Number 505 will get you to Alnwick where you
12

will need to change to the 501
Bus timetable changes between summer and
winter so check before you set off
Also 501 does not always go to Newton and
you may need to get off at previous stop in
Embleton village that will require a walk of
about a mile and a half (all off road and
down hill). Warning busses stop fairly early in
the evening and if you get stranded the
chances of finding accommodation are remote
if you miss the last bus (remember its going to
be mile and a half, and uphill).
Now about the pub itself, before I start on the
brewery, the brewer and the beers. If you are
going on a Thursday or Friday, or Saturday the
pub runs as a restaurant between 7-8pm. If the
weather is poor sitting outside on the tables in
the square will only be for the hardiest or best
prepared, even for only an hour. There will not
be much room inside due to the success of
the restaurant.
The pub and the brewery are in the corner of
the whitewashed square of former fishermen's
cottages with a grass covered village green at
the centre. All very pretty and well kept (and
you will appreciate no traffic except for very
few locals). The Square has one side missing,
the side that would back onto the sea, as this
is where the boats used to be pulled up, which
allows a view of the bay and boats from the
tables in the Square. The bay is unique as it is
the only natural lagoon with tidal reef on this
side of the country hence the existence of the
village as able to launch and land boats
without having to build a harbour. Talking of
the Lagoon if you have the necessary lobster
tickling skills you could try catching one for
your tea. However failing that giving the Ship
24 hrs notice and £22.50 they will save you the
trouble and it will be from the bay itself.
After all this rambling inconsequence a little
word about the brewer himself. This comes in
the shape of someone resembling a Michael

Heggerty. He has built the brewery to his own
unique standards and design and uses
processes that other local breweries cannot.
This has allowed the production of beers in a
style unlike many of the others in the area.
Michael has built on experience he gained
from brewing for first Font Valley and then
Barefoot, he has also used some of his
knowledge from being a biochemist, which
means his brews don't go off. Anyway if you
visit at lunchtime you will probably find
Michael fiddling or beavering about in the
brewery that is sited in the ex-garage
adjoining the Pub. In the brewery he has 5 x
90 gallon tunns and one mash tunn allowing
him to produce 5 barrels a week and 2 different
brews per week. Michael's brews do not have
a set ABV and each brew can come out at a
different strength. The pub though has been
selling it quicker than he can make it over the
summer, so all that Michael is currently
producing, is exclusively being sold over the
bar in the Ship. So if you want some you know
where to go.
Right, now for the beers - 5 are currently
being produced, all using one single hop
called Aurora.
Ship Hop Ale - A deep golden complex ale with
marmalade overtones made from a blend of 2
different types of barley and 1 type of wheat.
Sand Castles - A pale aromatic ale with
coriander used to compliment the Dawn Aurora hops.
Dolly Day Dream - A ruby red premium ale.
Sea Wheat - A 50/50 wheat beer with a crisp
grapefruit taste.
Sea Coal - A rich dark complex wheat beer with
bitter-sweet chocolate-coffee base with vanilla
and berry fruit overtones.
As the brewery only started in March and the
summer being so busy what will actually
happen this winter is a little up in the air. You
can be rest assured the brewery will continue
to brew. But there are plans whether they
happen or not is another issue. The three main
ideas are to try and put raspberries in the Sea
Coal, produce a proper lagered beer and to see

if they can bottle any possible surplice
production under the label 'Ship Inn a Bottle'.
However the future looks bright for the Ship
Inn Brewery as there has been much media
and professional interest. Not only will the Pub
and Brewery feature on the Oggle Box (James
May and Oz Clark have already filmed there for
an upcoming broadcast), but the Ship has also
been featured in the Guardian/Observer and
The Independent. Also some prominent
brewers from around the country have
arranged to visit to see how the plant works,
and to pick Michael's brain.
All that I can say is that, if you are a ticker I'm
sorry but you're going to have to get to the
Ship several times, as they do not have all their
beers on at once. They sell it too quickly. Or if
you just fancy a damm good pint then make
the effort. You never know you might meet
me there too.
Michael Foreman
BLO Ship Inn Brewery - Newton

HITTING YOUR
TARGETS....
EVERY TIME.
For professional advertising sales
and advice across the following
media platforms:

• Magazines and Programmes
• Banners
• Event Sponsorship
• Multi-media / New-media
Contact Neil Richards MBE on

01536 358670
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The Boathouse
Manager Jay Jay
Tel: 01661
853431

Choose from
14 handpulls

Private
parties/buffets

Ciders served
from cellar

Book now
for Xmas

Food served
12 - 4pm
Sat & Sun

Legendary
Ale House
Famous for its
atmosphere and
the crack
Themed Beer Festivals

Tyneside &
Northumberland Overall
Winner 2008

CAMRA Pub of the
Year 2008
7 years in the last 8

HADRIAN &
BORDER BREWERY

Direct deliveries every week from Edinburgh in
the North, Darlington and Middlesborough to the
South, across the Scottish Borders, County
Durham and of course daily round Tyne & Wear
and Northumberland

Tel: 0191 2765302
for a list of our cask products
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Sunday lunch
our speciality
Right next
to the
Wylam station
Wylam Brewery Tap

“The best and most

Source: The Good Beer Guide 2007

real ale friendly pubs in the North East

Some further comments from CAMRA...
The Bacchus, High Bridge, Newcastle
“like the first class lounge of an ocean liner”
“one of the finest ale houses in the city”
Pub of the Year Runner-up in 2005
Fitzgeralds, Grey Street
“On the finest Street in the Country”
The obvious place to meet - an institution!
Bridge Hotel, Castle Square, Newcastle
Next to the High Level Bridge. “the pub and garden
offer fine views over the River Tyne” Regular live
music and good value lunchtime food
Crown Posada, The Side.
“An architectural gem.... features in the CAMRA
National Inventory...a welcome oasis... ideal for
riverside walks”
Pub of the Year Runner-up in 2005
The Bodega, Westgate Road.
“A multiple winner of local CAMRA Pub of the Year
awards... impressive pub with keen beer drinkers
at all times”
Pub of the Year 2005 & 1996
Runner-up in 2004 & 2006
New Bridge, New Bridge Street
“cosy bar....on the outskirts of the city centre... a
constantly changing range of beers... attracts
real ale fans”
The Chillingham, Heaton.
“Run by the best... one of the few real ale pubs in
this part of the city” Worth seeking out for it’s
guest beers, good value food, sports and
entertainment - something for everybody!
Market Lane, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle
Now serving real ale on hand-pull and in bottles!
Twin Farms, Kenton Bank Foot
“Comfortable... cosy atmosphere with real fires... a
good selection of beers and an excellent reputation
for fine food”

Briar Dene, The Links, Whitley Bay.
Where “every day is a beer festival... also well
known for its food, local fish and chips
a speciality!”
Tyneside & Northumberland Pub of the Year in
2004, Runner-up in 2006
Rockcliffe Arms, Whitley Bay.
“Outstanding pub... constantly changing beers kept in tip top condition” More popular than ever
with 4 cask ales!
Fitzgeralds, Whitley Bay.
“Friendly town centre pub... a wide range of real
ales... good value and popular... high standards”
Hugo’s at the Coast (formerly Fitzpatricks),
Tynemouth.
Fully refurbished to Fitzgeralds renowned high
standards. Four cask ales and an excellent new
food offering. Another ‘must visit’ Fitzgeralds pub!
Shiremoor House Farm, New York.
“Award winning... excellent farmhouse
conversion with original features... well deserved
reputation for it’s beer quality and good food”
Ridley Arms, Stannington.
“An excellent Fitzgerald’s house... eight
handpumps... renowned quality food from local
produce... a pleasant atmosphere for drinkers
and diners”
The Plough, Cramlington.
“In the centre of the ancient village... once a
farm... large and comfortable, with a round ‘gin
gan’... local guest breweries” The only cask ale in
the village!
Joiners Arms, Morpeth.
“A friendly place to enjoy a good pint of real
ale....popular with locals and visitors”
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